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"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much." – Helen Keller
1. Wash the soap first
2. Use it directly
Can you guess what celebration day is on 15th October every year?

Global Handwashing Day!
Little Bubbles is supporting the 3rd UN Sustainable Development Goal #3 on ‘Good Health & Wellbeing’

We focus on the awareness of hygiene practicing and fostering the intercultural dialogue between primary students in Asia and Europe.
Our main activities

1. Promote the awareness of handwashing and hygiene practicing on children

2. Offer DIY soap making kits and virtual workshops on hand washing to support health and sanitation initiatives aimed at children

3. Connect primary schools in Europe and Asia within the theme of “Good Health and Well Being” paving the way for further projects

Present by Jo
We use soap as a tool to connect the relation between primary schools in Europe and Asia.

Little Letters is a side of project of Little Bubbles using PenPal concept for primary schools to write to their partnered schools within the theme of “Handwashing and hygiene practices” from their students.

Present by Laura
Little Bubbles will sell a range of soap-based products online and in Brussels.

The profits from the sales will be used to support Health and sanitation awareness initiatives aimed at children.

The First initiative will be LITTLE LETTERS.

After doing a workshop, the class will write a common letter about their experience and local culture.

A Network of Schools across EUROPE and ASIA will have access to an online platform providing materials for SDG3 related teaching workshops.

Each Letter will be spread across the school network and all schools will receive news from their peers across countries on a regular basis.
Melt and Pour Soap
Water Soluble Paper
Brush
Pegs
Storage Box
Little Letters Instructions

Present by Stefano
Who are with us?

Main Soap producer

evasica.be

Main Boxes Supplier

emilioscolari.it

Main Soluble Papers Supplier

argoa.eu
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A school base in Fermo, Marche

5+ International Schools from
Our Team

Languages in our team

13+

Expertises

Pharmacist, Entrepreneurs, Polymer scientist, Food Scientist, Banker, Psychologist, Computer Scientist, Deputy Attache, Youth Amb., Psychologist, Consultant

Talk a lot? Yeah (for this project…)
Our Future Plan

**Prototype Development & Testing:**
- Early 2022
  - Partnership agreement
  - First box launched to partner schools

**Project Feedback and Analyzing:**
- By July 2022
  - Development of boxes to sell
  - Creation of the online shop and platform
  - Reaching more schools in EU & Asia

**Long Term Vision:**
- End of 2022
  - Register as a social enterprise with HQ at the Soap Factory in Brussels

- Online workshop on SDG 3 running as a special programme at our partner schools
- Create more opportunities within the partner schools such as culture exchange programmes, learning
Let's build a better tomorrow for our next generation starting with us today!

- Team Little Bubbles

Thank you for your attention!